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Cloud of Witnesses subpoenaed
Return to window sanctuaries uncertain; Couple House concerned
Toasterman

News Aficionado

Biblical Witness—
David,

along with other members of the Cloud of Witnesses, was subpoenaed on Friday.

Moses, Isaiah, Ezekiel, Jeremiah,
Samuel, David, John the Baptist, the
Apostle Paul, John at Patmos, the
Boy Christ and Madonna. These
Biblical figures form the Cloud of
Witnesses, a ragtag band of Gospel
go-getters and Scriptural heroes who
inhabit the stain glass windows of
Dimented Chapel.
On Friday, Oct. 26, Taupe College
spokesman, Bertrand Vanderstink,
announced that the Dimented Chapel Cloud of Witnesses (CoW) have
been subpoenaed by the Dijon based
Goed, Goeder, and Goedest, Attorneys-at-Law.
Hans Goedest, senior attorney at
Goed, Goeder, and Goedest, claims
that the CoW witnessed the theft
of Bibles from the pews of the Dimented Chapel many years ago.
T h e
theft most recently
became
known when
T . D .
(Touch Down)
Jöhannson,
Taupe College
dean of the chapel, realized the significance that
there weren’t any Bibles
in the Bible holders attached to
the pews.

“You know, I preach Sunday after
Sunday that we are to consume the
Bible and take it in and digest the
Word of God,” Jöhannson said. “If
there aren’t any Bibles in the pews,
then how can the Children of God eat
the Bible and be filled?”
Jöhannson emphasized that he
does not want the students to consume their own Bibles.
“It should be the responsibility of
Taupe College to provide for Taupeites nutritious Biblical texts that have
been blessed by me with holy water
that floweth from the secret fountain
that lies underneath the Chapel,”
Jöhannson said.
Goedest argues that on the night of
April 1, 2004, a band of thieves went
into Dimented Chapel and proceeded
to make off with 2,000 copies of the
NIV Holy Bible.
“They completely ransacked the
place, cleared it out. How anyone can
make
off with that
many
books and not
be seen
is
beyond
me,” Goedest
said.
According to a Taupe College official who spoke on
condition of only printing his nickname,

BassPharynx, one member of CoW
came forth after years of silence.
“I won’t say who it was, but I
also won’t rule out Samuel,” said
BassPharynx.
According to the affidavit, the certain CoW member
claimed that God called his
name and he responded with
“here I am!” after which
God allegedly convinced
him to go tell the authorities
what he had seen. This led
to the rest of the CoW getting subpoenaed to corroborate the story of the unnamed
snitch.
“We are happy to report
that based upon the testimony of the CoW, we have
named a few suspects and
narrowed them down to a
group of students who attended
Calvin Klein College in Grand
Rapids at that time,” Goedest
said. “We are calling their
mommies and daddies and
receiving warrants for their
arrests.”
For
the Taupe College
see WITNESSES, page 8

Campus oxygen
use reported

Leap Year Pull stumbles
Gregory Kalendar
Staph Righter

It has been over three year begin their recruitment
weeks since their loss, and the and training in early Septemwounds of the Leap Year Pull ber, Leap Year has focused it
have still not healed.
energies on high school stuWhile Even Year and Odd dents.
Year have received much of
“We feel that our strength
the spotlight over past 110 is in this weird four-year cyyears, Leap
cle, and so we
Year
has
have to get
been left try- “Sometimes I feel like our pullers
ing to solidiand moralers
fy its image we’re team Ralph
started earlier
and reputa- Nader going up
than the other
tion amidst against the Demoteams--the
the annual
more
maljuggernauts. crats or Republicans.” adjusted the
“ S o m e - – James Westphalt (’08) better,” said
times I feel
Westphalt.
like we’re
Leap Year
team Ralph Nader going up does a few other things differagainst the Democrats or Re- ently as well. For one, Leap
publicans,” stated Leap Year Year refrains from cutting
Pull Coach James Westphalt their sleeves off.
(’08(. “It’s mostly a two team
“We tried it one year, and
battle.”
then we realized that cut off
Due to its low donor and shirts aren’t—and never have
alumni base, the Leap Year been—intimidating,”
said
team could only afford a dis- Westphalt.
colored bed-sheet-banner on
Also, Leap Year employs
an off-campus house to publi- other strategies for training.
cize its efforts.
“You know the stragglers
While Even Year and Odd during rope runs around Di-

What’s Inside
Halloween 3
Obituaries 5

Whispers 7
The End 8

But Hope oxygen use remains well
below national student average
Eimi Likethepres
Staph Righter

Photo courtesy Gregory Kalendar

Hooray!— (Ignore the unfortunate reflection in the
river.)

jon, well, we leave them for
the vultures, because they
just make us look bad, but
not as bad as those stupid mohawks,” said Puller Kenneth
Noisewater (’11).

Realizing that training distracts from class work, Leap
Year moralers exchange water buckets for clipboards and
laptops as they cover for their
see LEAP, page 8

Prophecy— Democrats fail prediction of
Jesus’ Second Coming
Page 3
Got a story idea? Let us know at anchor@hope.edu, or call us at 395-7877.

Oxygen addiction has grown to a record high
on the Taupe College campus. The drug causes a
euphoric, energized feeling often leading to uncontrollable laughter and in worst cases, chronic
hiccups. Disturbances were first noticed during
chapel, with students laughing at inappropriate
times.
“Through the years there have been a few isolated cases of oxygen overuse, but Taupe College
has never had a problem of these proportions,”
Dean Freeze said.
Many Taupe College students have been
rushed to Dijon Hospital.
“I wish I could take these students back in time
to reverse the damage they’ve done to themselves.
For now we’ve just got to help them as best we
can,” Doctor Brown of the ER said.
It has been speculated that many students became dealers in order to receive easy access to the
drug. The stress of midterm testing could be an
explanation for the recent spike in overdoses, but
the cause is really a mystery.
“For now we must simply trust that our students have the brains to just say no,” President
Hulkman said.
Squabbit— The Ranchor publishes a memorial for Taupe’s fallen fav rodent
Page 5
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This Week at Hope
Monday
He’s Coming

10/29

Jesus did not come. Orange
Grove, 9:15 a.m.

Thursday
11/1
Squabbit Memorial Service
South Side of the Wod, 1 p.m.

President Gregoire Tree

Speaking on CCHIP. Orange Grove, 4
p.m

Friday
11/2
Oxygenaholics Anonymous
Meeting
Counseling Central, 11 a.m.

Cloud of Witnesses Hearing
Dijon District Court, 2:37 p.m.

In Brief
That’s creepy
An unknown man was found
injured on the steps of Van Winin
Library Oct. 25. His head had been
sliced open horizontally above the
eyebrows with only a thin bit of
skin holding the pieces together.
The man, who the library staff has
dubbed Curious Joe, made a full
recovery by Oct. 27.
With no recollection of his
past, Curious Joe is currently
residing in the library while trying
to figure out his past.
The library staff could not
be happier, as Curious Joe is a
diligent, quiet worker whose only
method of speech is through a
thought bubble that comes out
between the two parts of his
cloven head.
When asked where he would
like to go from here, Curious
Joe thought, “…something in
advertising.”

WARNING!
The
Taupe
College
administration has been alerted
to the presence of illegal candles
on campus!! The use of candles
without signed authorization from
Taupe can lead to severe burns,
air poisoning, a judicial hearing,
or even death!
Students seeking to burn
candles, either indoors for
ambiance or as a clever way of
illuminating
jack-o-lanterns,
should seek professional help!
If you see illegal candles on
campus, please contact Taupe
officials immediately!! More
information on the dangers
of candles is available at this
website: http://www.anapsid.org/
cnd/mcs/candles.html

Brad Matson needs new
haircut, gel
Oel irit acilit nostinit iril del ut
irilla faci eum quisi et, consequ
ismol
obore velisci liquamconsed
exer susciduis nulput wis atetue
facilit indre ercilis nim volumsan
henim ea conse conse con eros nos
alis nos nismodip eu faciniat lorer
sum at accum ea consequis nisis
eu feumsan dipsums andrem dolor
alis nos nismondre ercilis nim
volumsan henim ea conse conse
con eros nos alis nos nismodip eu
fas eu feumslorer sum at accum ea
consequ.
Ate faccum iure magna feugait,
sim do dolorem.
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President Tree vetoes CCHIP

longer can we waste time here in
the Capitol, while families
Taupe College Founder
in America struggle to
On Wednesday, Oct. 3 Presiget their piece of the
dent Gregoire Tree vetoed the
cookie.’ He was right.
Chocolate Chip Help for the
Congress needs to
Impoverished Program, more
keep their promise,
commonly known as CCHIP.
they need to stop
This program would have
wasting time and
helped provide chocolate
get
essential
chip cookies for the
work
done.
children whose families
This crusade
make too much money
for the cookie
to be in their school’s
– it is not esfree lunch program yet
sential.”
are not well enough off to
The Demoafford chocolate chip cookies
crats in Congress
for their children.
believe that Tree is
“This is not what congresmisusing his veto
sional leaders promised when
power and ought
they took back the House
to have signed the
and the Senate this year,”
CCHIP legislathe president said. “In Janution.
ary, one leader declared, ‘No
“President
Graphic by Tina Dropper
A.C. VanRaalte

2

Tree – the president who has spent already beginning to believe that it
taxpayers’ money the most liberally is a lost cause. Congressman Chip
of any execKeebler (D
utive in 40
– Nabisco)
years – ve- “We will not necessarily get
finds it untoed our bill everything we want, but that
likely that
based on the
they will be
l a u g h a b l e is how the cookie crumbles.”
able to put
claim that he
– Rep. Chip Keebler, together any
is fiscally re(D- Nabisco) compromise
sponsible,”
that will be
Senate Maacceptable
jority Leader
to either the
Berry Cat-Tail said.
president or a veto-proof majority
The Democratically controlled of both houses.
Congress, after failing to override
“These Republicans continue to
Tree’s veto, is expected to attempt suggest that this bill would create a
to come up with a recipe for success system of socialized cookie distrion the CCHIP bill. This will likely bution,” Keebler said. “We need to
mean that they will attempt to come find a plan that we can pass sooner
up with enough concessions to Re- rather than later. We will not necespublicans to overcome Tree’s likely sarily get everything we want, but
veto of the reformulated bill.
that is how the cookie crumbles.”
Some members of Congress are

Donkeys fight over spot on running team
Sine Nomine

Gal who shoots the gun

The H. Dean High School
cross country team will face
tough competition on Saturday
at the prestigious national cross
country race. The Donkeys are
expected to beat the Elephants
from M. Duncan High School;
however, recent infighting as a
result of team selection could hurt
HDHS.
The meet is known for the
attention it gets from big name
scouts such as Hil Clint, Rock
O’Bama and Ed Wards.
Well known runners, Des
Moines and Man Chester, remain

at the top of the Donkeys’ roster,
but not everyone on the team is
happy with the
top lineup. To help
alleviate the
squabbling,
Donkeys’
Coach Howie
moved Santa Fe
into the number two
spot and Col Umbia
into the number four
spot.
“I’ve always
been Des’
go-to guy,”
said Chester
of his traditional place
in the line-up.
“I deserve to remain in that spot. It’s completely
unfair that Coach Howie has tried
to put others in front of me.”
In an attempt to gain what they
feel is their deserved attention
from this year’s scouts, both Talla

Hasse and Lan Sing have forced
themselves into the top of the
HDHS line up.
Hasse was the
first of the 50-man
team to try and

Graphic by Sine Nomine

jump
up in the
order for the meet, despite Coach Howie’s warnings.
“Unfortunately, I’m going
to have to bench Hasse when it
comes time for the meet,” Howie
said. “If he changes his mind,

I’ll let him run, but until he accepts that perhaps he’s just not
fast enough to be in our top 4,
I’m going to have to penalize him
for this flagrant violation of our
rules.”
In response to his coach’s
decision, Hasse has filed
suit against H. Dean High
School in an attempt to get
Coach Howie to recognize his athletic ability
and right to participate in the race.
Sing jumped up
behind Moines despite Howie’s reaction to Hasse’s
actions.
“I have a
right to have the
scouts see me
and talk about
my abilities as well
as my weaknesses. This is
a great opportunity for me and it’s
see DONKEY, page 8
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He came: Democrats fail prediction
Toasterman

News Afficianado

Last week, the Taupe College
Democrats predicted that Jesus
Christ was to return on Monday,
Oct. 29, and visit Taupe College
for his Second Coming Celebration. The Democrats publicized his
forthcoming with an advertising
campaign that featured the silhouette shape of a man with short hair
and the words “He’s Coming!”
Southpaw Lefty, president of
the Taupe College Democrats, explained the motus operandi.
“It would have been foolish
for us to predict what Jesus looks
like,” Lefty said. “I mean, no one’s
actually seen him, and we thought
the stereotypical long-haired Jesus was too judgmental on our
part. Surely Jesus has a barber in
heaven!”
The Taupe College Democrats
based their prediction on a code
discovered in the tunnels that lie
beneath Taupe College. The code
was scrawled on the walls and
ceiling of the tunnels and featured
multiple mathematical equations
and authentic Dutch pictographs

that took a group of mathematics
and classical studies majors more
than 12 hours to decipher.
“We had some inside sources,
moles if you will, in that group of
students,” Lefty said. “They reported to us their findings and we
immediately got to preparing for
the biggest name ever to come to
Taupe College: Jesus Christ! We
had even started lining him up to
give some speeches and speak to a
few classes.”
Alas, for all their preparation
and publicity, Taupe College was
sorely disappointed when Monday
came and went with no visit by Jesus Christ.
“Aw, man was I bummed!”
said Betje Vanderoostenstra (’09).
“I even skipped class and waited
for him!”
Taupe College was not totally
without at least a mediocre name
on campus.
On Monday at noon, while
scrambling to find a replacement
speaker, Lefty received a call from
the Democratic National Committee headquarters. The chairman
of the DNC, Howie Bean, called
and said he would take Jesus’ spot

because he was in town and had
heard of the no-show.
While at Taupe, Bean revealed
some important previously unknown information.
“For many months, I have been
holding back. But, someone needs
to counter Thom Fredson,” Bean
said. “Today I declare that I am
entering the presidential race. And,
with or without Jesus Christ here
at Taupe College, we’re going to
take back Iowa, we’re going to take
back Michigan,…we’re going to
take back Illinois, then we’re going to take back the White House!
Yeeeaaaahhhh!”
Even though Jesus Christ never
visited Taupe College’s campus,
there was still some concern from
the Taupe College Republicans.
Dwight Wright, Taupe College
Republicans president, expressed
concern at the prediction and quoted from Matthew 24:36.
“No one knows about that day
or hour, not even the angels in
heaven nor the Son,” Wright said,
“but only the Father.”
Nostradamus is not reported
to have had any influence on this
prediction.
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Poll: Voters want more presidential candidate stereotypes
Public confused by lack of easy choices; longs for good ol' days of ‘Viagra guy’
Kirk Cameron
Ph. D Candidate

According to a new Confederated Press poll, over 55 percent
of Americans say there are not
enough candidate stereotypes to
make an informed choice in the
upcoming presidential election.
“It’s just too hard to understand candidates who have depth
and nuance,” said Lay Z. Voter.
“Give me someone easy to follow and they’ll have a guaranteed
vote from me.”
With primaries earlier than

ever in 2008, Democrats quickly
dubbed John Edwards the haircut
guy, Dennis Kucinich the munchkin candidate, and Bill Richardson the forgotten Democrat.
“People need something to
remember a candidate by, like a
catch phrase. Policies just don’t
do it,” said Manny Grubber, a political strategist.
The Republican field has been
much slower to join the naming contest. Political observers
have noted the lack of words that
rhyme with Iraq as one promi-

nent factor.
“Rhyming has always been
key for Republicans ever since ‘I
Like Ike,’” said political scientist
Dr. A. C. Demic. “The Iraq situation has certainly hampered their
creativity.”
Simple candidate classifications are not a new phenomenon.
In the days before mass media,
presidential campaigns carefully
crafted an easy-to-remember

moniker for their candidates.
Successful slogans such as
“Tippecanoe and Tyler Too”
propelled candidates to victory,
while failed slogans like “Grover
Cleveland: A Muppet for the Rest
of Us” doomed their candidates
to failure.
In an informal street poll, candidate stereotypes were prevalent.
“I remember Ross Perot,” said
one pedestrian. “He was the big

eared candidate. And Bob Dole,
he was the Viagra candidate.”
One potential conservative
voter had similar thoughts. “This
election, I know there’s the Mormon guy, that Arkansas guy, the
Law and Order guy, and the 9/11
guy, but who am I supposed to
choose?”
With the election just 13
months away, it’s a question that
will soon have an answer.

4
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Graves Hall renovation delayed again
Administration vague on circumstance; students left to connect the dots themselves
L’Dana Printer
Drawing is fun!
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Tip for this page: pick up your writing
utensil at the stars!
Turn in your completed connect-the-dots
to the Anchor office (MMC 151) and we’ll
hang it up in our window! Also, if you find
all 16 hidden presidential candidates and
submit your copy of the paper (with the
candidates circled) to the Anchor office,
you can win candy from our candy bowl!
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Sighs
and
tears— The be-

loved
Squabbit
frolics about his
various hang-out
spots on campus. From tennis
courts to roadside
bushes, no place
on the southeast
side of campus will
ever be the same
again.
We miss
you, Squabbit, and
will remember you
forever.

Photo courtesy Hugh Merous

Remembering the Squabbit
May 5, 2004 thru Sept 20, 2007
Missy Benton

Whoa look at that!

Squirrel Testimonies
I dearly loved Squabbit. I remember him as a young squirrel,
with such big hunky teeth and, at
one time, a soft, handsome bushy
tail. We used to take long walks
amongst the trees in the Orange
Grove, and when he would collect
nuts, he would always offer the biggest to me. No other squirrel that I dated would do that . . .
they would always tell me to watch my figure instead, and eat
all the nuts themselves (pigs!). I miss him with all my heart.
Dog bless him.

~Mimi Squirrel

Squabbit was a pansy. I could so
outclimb him any day.

The Squabbit died last week in
a tragic automobile accident. The
Squabbit, a rare and unique mix of
the rabbit and squirrel species, was
chased into the street where it was
run over by the car of a distracted
Taupe College cheerleader, who
will remain unnamed. Onlookers
were horrified, and many returned
the next day leaving acorn bouquets in his memory.
The Squabbit lived a long and
very full life on Taupe’s campus. He was known by many as
the “The New Hybrid,” and spent
much of his time relaxing outside
the Wod Health Center. His favorite pasttime was to be chased
by students, giving said students
much-needed exercise.
There are many theories about
why the Squabbit is without a tail.
Some say he was the byproduct of
a biology experiment gone wrong,
while others claim the Eefrud boys
burned his tail to bits. Still others
guess the Squabbit lost his tail in
much the same way as he died – by
being run over by a car.
The Squabbit leaves behind a
single child, Squabbito, who will
surely carry on the duties for which
our dearest Squabbit will forever
be remembered: hunting acorns,
hiding in bushes and hippity-hoppitying across campus. May the
Squabbit rest in peace.

Photo courtesy Hugh Merous

Campus Love

Sucks, man . . . Squabbit was worth like 50
points in squirrel fishing. Now there’s nothing left to do in Dijon except long luxuriant
showers and frisbee golf.

~Dietrich Chesterton (‘10)

OMG Squabbit died? SHUT! UP!

~Rocket J. Squirrel

~Melissa VanFoosterhorf (‘11)

The Squabbit’s death is an irrecoverable loss
to the Taupe biological community. Donors
have already pulled several million dollars
from future research. I guess a bunch of
stuffed ducks just don’t cut it in today’s cutthroat research environment.

~Buddy Halfenstonboorst,
biology professor

HOW TO RESUSCITATE A SQUABBIT
the Squabbit from
1 Scoop
the curb gutter.

2 Shake out the Squabbit.

the Squabbit’s
3 Massage
torso, applying on-andoff pressure directly
behind its front legs.

4

Apply mouth-to-mouth
resuscitation to
the Squabbit,
breathing
slowly and
forcefully.

Photo by L’Dana Printer
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Mystery of Kooc revealed

WHAT IS

?

MISSING?

October 31, 2007

Kooc Dining Hall’s food found to truly be better than Splehp’s
Kiley Barnard
Ars Gratia Artis

Gifts to the Hope Fund help the college do things like purchase
equipment for Hope’s athletics teams.

But doesn’t tuition pay for that?

Tuition and fees cover about 76% of what it costs to run Hope
College. Gifts to the Hope Fund from over 9,000 alumni, parents,
and friends help make up the difference.

Who knew?

There’s a lot you might not know about the Hope Fund.
But without it, a lot of things at Hope would be, well...missing.

...alumni, parents, and friends supporting every student, every day.

For the fourth year in a row,
food critics have given Kooc
Dining Hall its well-deserved five
stars.
“We are, of course, proud,”
said administrator Rob Smiley,
“but I can’t say we’re surprised.
We work hard to make the Kooc
dining experience an extraordinary one.”
Many underclassmen wonder
if Kooc Hall is really that much
better than Splehp Dining Hall.
The unbiased journalistic answer
is yes.
“For me it’s the round tables,”
said Gretchen Dandle (’08). “At
Kooc, you don’t see any of those
shabby rectangular tables like you
do in Splehp.”
“So bourgeois,” John VanNallen (’11), who doesn’t even
use words like bourgeois, said,
“I heard they have four different
kinds of cheeses at the salad bar
in Kooc. That’s twice as many as
Splehp! What I wouldn’t give for
two new cheeses.”
It is no wonder there is such
a discrepancy in quality between
the two halls when one considers
the sources.
“We get everything we serve
at Splehp from Gordon Food
Services,” said Smiley, “and everything we serve at Kooc comes
directly from the Four Seasons in
New York.”
At first glance, this may seem
like a pointless and incredibly expensive investment for Hope College,

Photo found by Editor-in-Chief

BON APPETIT— Kooc Dining Hall caters to the need of
Taupe’s cultured upperclassmen. Students can enjoy house
specialties such as duck l’orange and stuffed pheasant.

but Smiley explained, “we value
Kooc diners. It does make sense
for the college to employ the
same food service for all our catering needs, but we’re not about
making sense here. By the time
students eat at Kooc, they’ve
been through two or three
years of college. Their
tastes are refined. Some of
them have even studied in
Europe, where everything is fancy and hard
to pronounce. Kooc caters to their cultured needs
and we just don’t feel it necessary to waste that kind of finery
on underclassmen.”
But Kooc is about much

more than chandeliers and duck
l’orange. It’s about community.
“Kooc has a more intimate
feel,” said Sara Bradshaw (09),
putting out her long-stemmed
cigarette. “It’s smaller and everyone knows everyone else. When I
have to go to Splehp on the weekends, I just don’t get the same
feeling. And there aren’t any
crystal goblets at Splehp either,”
So underclassmen can look
forward to their late college careers with confidence. When they
have enough credits, they too can
enjoy the stuffed pheasant and
champagne fountains that give
Kooc its rightful reputation.

Golden Girls reunited
Judge Joni

This is my courtroom

“Raunchy and exxxplicit” (Vibe
Magazine)
“Insane gangsta rap” (BET)
“Aggressive, provocative, and
confrontational” (Diddy).

Baby for sale.
Call now and we’ll throw in a free
watermelon.
Don’t delay! Call today!

After 15 years of lying low, the
Golden Girls are making a comeback. This time, they’re trading in
their shoulder-padded blazers for
back-baring sequined mini dresses, their high-wasted khakis for
hot pants and their feathered gray
hair for long brown and blonde
Beyonce-esque extensions.
“Yo, these feisty ladies are

Their first single, “In Da
keepin’ it real,” said the Girl’s
record producer Dr. Dre. “We Hood,” just knocked “Crank That
jus’ went into the studio and laid (Soulja Boy)” off the number one
down some mad tracks. Them spot on the Top 40 Charts this
week and is the most requested
girls know how to rap.”
After listening to the Snoop song at most Los Angeles nightDogg-inspired album Granny- clubs.
style,
I
B e a ,
could tell
Betty, Rue,
that Bet- “Yo, these feisty ladies are
and Estelle
ty White keepin’ it real”
will
be
wasn’t kidheading out
– Dr. Dre, on the road
ding around
when she
Golden Girls record Producer later this
said
she
fall
with
knew what
fellow rapit meant to
pers Young
be “gangsta.” “Dem boyz in da Jeezy, 50 Cent, and T.I. for what’s
hood/ They look at me like they being called “the most ridiculous
should/ ‘Cuz I’m a $*@#!%* tour in hip hop history.”
Gangsta!”

Whispers in the dark
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Stumbleweeds
Thor R.
Bridgewater

Rock of Love
I have to make a confession. I didn’t
come to college to get an education. Or
for the fantastic meal plan. I didn’t even
come to woo and marry a woman with
healthy moral fiber wrapped like a denim
floor-length skirt around a set of strong
birthing hips (though, hey, if it happens, it
happens).
No sir! I came so I can get a well-paying
job so I can buy a blue house with white
trim and plant a huge landscaping rock in

the front lawn. And then give my plain, We were on our way to Jackson to meet
quiet, attentive wife the blessing of my my parents at Chili’s when I popped the
offspring, who can climb all over that rock question: “All I ever really wanted in life
like the Pilgrims at Plymouth. (I’d name is a giant landscaping rock. Is that all you
my son Peter, and the second one Dwayne ever wanted too?” She laughed, called
me an indecent name, and handed me
Johnson—after the rock, of course.)
Actually, I don’t even care if there are the WWJD bracelet I had given her for
any children. Or a wife. Or even a house. our second week anniversary. We drove
Because really, all I’ve ever wanted was a through Burger King on the way back to
giant rock in a lawn that I can mow around. campus, where I dropped her off outside
One that will have all the neighbors talking of Dykstra. I went back to my room and
to their spouses before they climb under pulled out my secret stash of mags from
their covers, “Oh, honey, did you see Thor’s under my mattress. I studied the centerfold
new rock? Maybe we should get one. Let’s of Lawn Rock Quarterly for days.
I’ve changed a lot since then, though. I
call the quarry in the morning.”
know now that it’s important to have other
Isn’t that what we all want?
I know the answer to that question— aspirations. You can’t put all your eggs in
that’s why my last girlfriend broke up one basket before you count them.
For instance, I love La Quinta Inn
with me. And after a month and a half
of Ranchor
The
courtship! We were practically married. Shampoo. I go out of my way to stay at
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La Quinta every couple of months so I
can stock up. Also, if candles were legal
in campus housing, I would have a dozen
citronella lamps burning 24/7, because I
can’t get enough of that smell! I’m thinking
about developing it into a cologne.
Yes sir, I’m a 3-dimensional man.
And my mom says any one who thinks
differently probably didn’t deserve one or
two of those dimensions in the first place.
Anyways, like I was saying, I didn’t
come here to find a wife. I came here so I
can get an upper management position at
some hamburger joint so I can afford a big
rock for my lawn. In Jesus’ name, Amen!
Are you 17-25 and have a fetish for stone lawn
décor, insect repellent or budget inn shampoos? Email
Thor at thor.bridgewater@hope.edu.

Crime Beats
Laptop urination

cacophony was disturbing the rest of nearby residents and quickly put an end to
the ruckus.

Incident #4155 0419 hrs - Saturday morning, a student in Kollen Hall reported
that his laptop had been urinated on during the night. The Supreme Protectorate responded to his call. Upon smelling the laptop, the student confirmed that it was not
he who urinated on the computer. Currently, no other suspects have been found.

Sweet scent permeates campus
Incident #6390 0936 hrs - A string of reports across campus this week initiated a
full-scale investigation. It seems that students have been complaining of a strange
smell resembling maple syrup. The Supreme Protectorate believes these incidents
may be linked to the underground tunnels below campus and believe a group of
ninjas have been hosting covert pancake breakfasts there.

Crazed choir
Incident #5176 0713 hrs - The Taupe College musical ensemble formerly known
as the Chapel Bandits were cited for a noise violation Friday morning. The group
claimed to be practicing for a religious gathering of sorts, but authorities said the

Green Day haze
Incident #8574 - Shortly after 4:20 p.m. on Tuesday afternoon, several students
were removed from an unused classroom. The students were watching what appeared to be the iTunes visualizer and listening to strange music. The Supreme
Protectorate discovered a plastic bag filled with oregano.

Incredible event of laudable proportions
Incident #1 - A student reported a most incredible incident on Wednesday afternoon. The student was riding her bike east on 8th Street past Quiznos when a
large black object fell from the sky approximately two feet in front of her with a
*SPLAT* akin to the sound of a belly flop in a pool.
The young woman dismounted her bike and approached the black object, which
she quickly identified as a squirrel. She was distressed because she believed the
squirrel was dead. However, when she tapped the squirrel, the dazed animal opened
its eyes, blinked and ran away. The girl stood aghast for several minutes.

25% Off

Weekly Colbert-ku

any single item

Colbert-ku is a popular logicbased puzzle. The goal of a Colbert-ku puzzle is to fill in all of
the empty squares such that each
column, row, and three-by-three
grid includes the numerals one
through nine.
Each week a new puzzle will
be printed along with the past
week’s solution. Good luck and
check back next week!
Solution for Oct. 24 Puzzle

FOR HIM:
Original Penguin,
Triple Five Soul, Seven
Diamonds & More!
FOR HER:
1921 Denim,
Miss Me,
Sweetees & More!

Contemporary apparel for men & women

17 West 8th Street • Downtown Holland

(616) 392-3515

Holiday Hours Begin November 26th

Present this ad at time of purchase. Valid on regular priced items
and in-store merchandise only. Offer expires 11/6/07

2259553-01

Mon.-Tues.-Wed.-Sat. 10-6 Thurs.-Fri. 10-8

Editors’ Note
The Ranchor is a production of a whole bunch of people with too much time on
their hands. Our goal is to be funny, witty and satirical. Whether or not we have
succeeded, the Ranchor is a big fat joke. If you think this is real stuff, please call
the Ranchor and we will come and give you a wedgie. We repeat, none of this is
real, and any similarity to real life people is all in good fun. Despite the humorous nature of all stories and photos, all advertisements are authentic.

The
The Ranchor is a production of student effort and is funded through
the students of Taupe College funding which comes through the
Taupe College Student Congress Appropriations Committee. Are you
still reading? Didn’t think so. That means I can say anything want!
Ha ha ha. Every Tuesday we slave away to bring you the news, and
do you care? NO! You don’t even bother to read it! Sigh. Why do I
even bother? I should just quit The Ranchor and move to Fiji. And I
bet you won’t even miss me.
Our Mission: The Ranchor strives to spread truthiness, read
knock-knock jokes, make pickle sandwiches and protect the Flying Spaghetti Monster. All of this is done to establish the Real
Facts about Taupe College that otherwise would be censored by
the Feds. The Ranchor seeks to <fill in worthy cause here>.

2007 Fall Semester Staff
Comet Queen
Little Mermaid
Toasterman
Sine Nomine
Aghast Girl
Fleur-de-Lis
Kiley Barnard
Fishman
Nit Picker

Chief
Chief
News Aficionado
Girl with a gun
Frantic career hunter
à la mode

Ars Gratia Artis
Unda Da Sea
‘visah

Lewis and Clark
L’Dana Printer
Tina Dropper
Nicholai Angle
Aquagirl
A.C. Van Raalte
Cat Claw
Blues Brother #1
Blues Brother #2

International Travel Man
Indy Jones
Drawing is fun!
Judge Joni
I Love Colbert
Italian Man
Majic
Lara Kroft
Majic Assistant
Hugh Merous
Taupe College Founder
Kirk Cameron
Price Negotiater
Gregory Kalendar
Regional Bizzniss Manager Eimi Likethepres
Assist. to Reg. Bizz. Manager

Copy This!
This is my courtroom
L’Capice l’italiano
Danger is my middle name
Senior Staph Righter
Staph Righter
Staph Righter
Staph Righter
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The end

Leap Year Pull stumbles
w LEAP, from pg. 1
special puller.
“Holistic support is our motto,” said moraler Veronica Cornerstone (’11).
The pull itself was filled with
the familiar chants of Even Year,
Odd Year, and Leap Year. As oth-

er teams spoke of ‘ripping rope’,
freshman Leap Year puller Richard Tamland focused on “yanking
yards.” With their roaring voices,
Leap Year moralers proclaimed
their chant of “Idle for 3, attack
on the 4th.” Sadly, the wild war
cries of Leap Year could not sustain their battle of endurance,

not fair that Des and Man are not
allowing me to take advantage of
it,” Sing said.
Due to pressure from Moines
and Chester, Clint, O’Bama
and Wards, along with the other
scouts, have chosen to ignore
Hasse and Sing, as well as any
other runner who breaks the new
rules at HDHS. O’Bama and
Wards are among the scouts that
have removed themselves from
Sing’s list of potential recruiters.
“I’m happy that the scouts are
going to remain focused on us,”
Chester said of Moines and himself, as he seeks to move back up

to the top of the line-up. “We are
the best at this sort of thing.”
Moines agreed, though resigned to the difficulty that he
now faces.
“It’s great I still get to be first,
but I’m just not sure I’m ready to
run that quickly,” Moines said.
“Pushing that far ahead that fast
could result in some hasty decisions.”
The majority of the team, however, is content to run as a pack
following the first four, as they
feel it allows them to run their
best.
“Sure I’d like lots of attention,
who wouldn’t?” Bis Mark said.
“But it’s easier to run with the
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Cloud of Witnesses subpoenaed
for Leap Year lost by 10.05 meters, a historical blowout. “Let’s
face it,” said coach Westphalt,
“this was not our year, but I can
guran’sheed that 2008 will be the
year that we ‘LEAP’ ahead of the
teams that put too much time into
this thing. It’s fate, it has to happen.”

Donkeys vs. Elephants
w DONKEY, from pg. 2
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pack and just follow the rules.”
Sing disagrees. In his move
up the line-up, Sing is sacrificing his chances of running well in
the upcoming meet. He feels that
Moines and Chester have been on
top for too long.
“The rules need to be rewritten
when they favor a couple students
over the others,” Sing said.
Not all of the student runners
understand the need to be first.
Hel Ena and Pier Re have traditionally brought up the rear of the
Donkey team.
“I don’t understand this push
to be first,” Ena said. “I think it’ll
just result in poor choices and
help the Elephants win.”

Thank you
for reading
The Ranchor!

lajan said. “We are going to pray
really hard, knowing that God will
provide food for his children.”
At press time, God had answered that prayer. On Oct. 31,
the DeFloss family announced
that they have procured a donation of 2,000 new leather bound
NIV plus Massage translation
Bibles.
“Mmmm…” said Jöhannson,
“I love the taste of leather.”

w WITNESSES, from pg. 1
Campus Ministry team at the
Couple House, apprehending the
thieves is the least of their worries. KittieKat Sundialalalalalajan, a Taupe College chaplain,
emphasized that they have a plan
to replace the Bibles in Dimented
Chapel.
“My boss T.D. (Jöhannson)
spoke to us about this at our daily
prayer meeting,” Sundialalalala-
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